The 2nd Annual Scots Surfing Contest was held on Monday 28 April at Maroubra Beach. More than 60 competitors took part in the event, where small, clean waves allowed for some sensational surfing throughout the day. Boys from Years 5-12 took part and enjoyed the fun alongside parents and staff who also showed off some classy moves under the expertly run competition thanks to Southend Boardriders.

Dr Lambert joined in the staff and parents division, impressing students with stylish moves. He will not be adding his name to the perpetual trophy this year, however, an “Alaia” wood board brilliantly crafted by Year 10 student Lachlan McArthur.

The presentation evening was enjoyed looking over Bondi Beach by close to 100 where trophies, prizes and the beautiful surfboard trophy was unveiled to reveal the following results:

**Prep**
1st Ethan Eshuys  
2nd Marcus Podgornik  
3rd Jack Armitage  
4th Angus Aitken

**Under 16’s**
1st Lewis Kennedy-Hunt  
2nd Oscar Ayto  
3rd Lachlan McArthur  
4th Charlie Verco

**Under 19’s**
1st Simon Johnston  
2nd Oliver Rich  
3rd Thomas Hammond  
4th Hugo Deal

**Parents:** 1st Andrew Pitt  
**Staff:** 1st Beau Junk (Old Boy and coach)  

Many thanks to our wonderful sponsors, parents and staff who helped create a great day for the boys to enjoy. Thanks to Southend Boardriders, Hurley, Vestal, Surf World Bondi Beach, Mitch Crews, Surfing NSW, John and Suzanne Adams and Ben Johnston for their immense support.

Mrs Jeni Lee  
Surfing Coordinator